Gilsum Board of Selectmens Meeting
October 11, 2021 6:00 pm
held in Gilsum Public Library
Board present Bart Cushing, Vicki Ayer, and Clem Lounder
Selectmens Asst. Olivia Rodriguez

6:00 pm Cushings calls meeting to order
Minutes not read. Printer is not working therefore was unable to print minutes.
Cushing- Computers are down through Y-Valley. We can hand write checks tomorrow if the
internet is not back on.
Motion passed to approve checklist 10/11/21
Cushing motions to approve, Lounder 2nds
Vote Cushing- yes, Lounder-yes, Ayer- yes
Motion passed
Cushing- Printer guy came and left and said that he might need a hard drive to make repairs.
Ayer- Have you asked them about a loaner?
Cushing- I’ll ask about a loaner. That's a good idea.
Cushing- We are in the process of securing tax collector locks to secure each individual's desk.
Lounder- Each department has responsibility to secure their info.
Ayer- If the tax department needs new keys we need it for budgeting going forward.
Clem exited meeting.

Cushing- MS 343- thought it would be done this week. Clodzik and Sanderson have not been
directed to do MS 535. If Ayer could direct them it would be good.
Ayer- Audit needs to be completed.

Cushing- Last meeting recovery payment Mike campo MS-9 talked to MRI about Gilsum vs. air.
I talked with DRA. I suggest we follow their recommendations.
Ayer- Heather Hurd resigned her position. We now need to find another welfare officer. I was
named as an assistant for her. I would like to step down as the name of this position.
Cushing- The Highway department is out for the week. One month extension on landfill, the
state is pushing us to do landfill work. We are probably going to be in violation of our permit.
Ayer- July 29th 2021 we were told by Eric D from Gulfer the project does not appear eligible for
covid fund.
Cushing- Under this plan clean water is eligible. CWSRF groundwater is affected by that /
ashuelot river, side slope seepage.
Ayer- I agree with an email follow up. Reply and ask for clarification that funds can be used for
dump.
Cushing- I talked to Monadnock Disposal to burn before winter. Talk to Mr. Johnson about the
feasibility of that.

Cushing- I have received a letter to read in this meeting from Ayer. I am not going to read it.
* hands copies of letter to public*
Abutters from Filipi’s checking abutters and current discussion
Ayer- How do we verify abutters when the lot is bordering keene?
Public speaker- Notify and certify in mail to abutters
Cushing- Duty of town to verify abutters in our town.
Ayer- Budget seasons coming up we need to request budgets.
Cushing- It would be nice if selectmen assist could send out notices.
Ayer- Tax maps philia asked why they were incorrect and if they were going to be corrected. You
sent an email to avatar to not have them updated. They needed to be updated annually.
Cushing- We will take that up in the next meeting. Does Chad have a list of these corrections? If
you want to assist in this matter that would be okay. I would be happy to talk to Chad about that,
but I know you talk with Chad a lot more than I do.

Cushing motions to adjourn
Ayer 2nds
Meeting adjourned 7:28 p.m
Minutes submitted by Olivia Rodriguez

Minutes approved

Bart Cushing

Vicki Ayer

Clem Lounder
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Date

